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Summary 

The lJUantitative pattern of enzymes in the second trimester 
human fetal liver is significantly dille rent from that of adult liver. 

For some 20 enzymes, the activit)' lJUOtient (AQ, i.e., activit)' of 
immature liver divided by that in adult liver) is appreciably 
dilTerent from 1.0. !\lost of the enzymes increase their concen

trations with age but, as one would expect, some contribute to 
dilTerentiation by diminishing in amount. 

In developing human liver the concentrations of the various 
enzymes lend to change in the same direction as they do in rat 

liver. Those that increase in rat liver have been classified into 
three main clusters, according to whether their rise begins on 

about the 17th day of gestation (B), the first neonatal day (C), or 
just before weaning (D), respectively. The distribution of these 
enzymes among these three dusters correlates with their AQ's in 
the human fetal liver. In general, enzymes with AQ around 0.5 
belong to cluster (B) in rat liver whereas those with 0-0.16 
belong to cluster C or D. 

Gruss malformations resulting from the teratogenic action of 

drugs, hormones, or vitamins on the early embryo attract much 

attention. The harmful impacts of such agents at late stages of 

gestation arc less spectacular. They may be more frequent, 
however, and manifest themselves in permanent inadel1uacies in 

metabolism or growth with a tendency to succumb to minor 

childhood diseases. The underlying causes may not be mirrored 
in the cytocomposition or even the subcellular morphology ·of 
autopsy spccimens. Only deviations from the organ characteris
tic quantitative pattern of gene products would provide sensitive 
enough indictors of the metabolic lesions and of the aberrant 

aspects of differentiation that were responsible for them. In both 
the presence and absence of detectable morphologic abnormali

ties, the study of enzymes, this most varied and largest class of 
specific chemical constituents, would greatly extend the resolv

ing power of the usual diagnostic procedures postmortem. 

Speculation 

The sequence in which different enzymcs approach their adult 
concentration in human liver closely resembles that in rat liver. 

This suggests that the mechanisms responsible for the schedule 
of gene expression must also be analogous: the synthesis of 

specific groups of enzymes at cach corresponding critical period 
is regulated by the same hormones in both species. Hence, the 

"enzyme pathology" of infant livers nut only spccifies basic 
metabolic lesions: aided by observations on the rat model, it 
could also identify the age of onset and the kind of aberrations in 

the fetal environment which initiated the lesions. 

Long before the elucidation of the nature of gene action, 

Needham ( 1931) ( 48) perceived the central importance of the 
changing profile of specific proteins in embryonic development. 

He felt, however, that proper usc of enzymes as indicators of 

tissue differentiation would have to await the availability of less 

ambiguous and more sensitive assay techniques . The ambiguity, 
namely, whether the activity assays arc supposed to reflect the 

catalytic efficiency or the amounts of enzymes , began to be 
resolved in the 1950's . After Knox 's discovery of adaptive en

zyme synthesis in mammalian tissues (35), methods were devel

oped for measuring changes in the amounts of enzymes (the 

primary regulators of physiologic function) as distinct from fluc

tuations in their activity (a superimposed fine control). It soon 

became apparent that even during late fetal and postnatal devel

opment the differentiation of tissue functions depended to a 

large extent on the synthesis of enzymes de novo and not merely 
on the activation of those already present in the embryo (30, 38, 

49) . Indications were obtained that in man, too (40), some 

hepatic enzymes may still be absent at term . A certain flexibility 
in time schedule was first suggested by experiments in which the 

synthesis of a hepatic enzyme was enhanced or delayed by pre

or postmaturc delivery (8, 49), and that of an intestinal enzyme 

by changes in endocrine status ( 46). The relevance of these early 
findings to the frequently observed functional deficiencies in 

apparently normal newborn infants (9) was one stimulus for 

extensive biochemical research on tissues of developing mam

mals . These confirmed that the enzymic profiles that arc to 

distinguish mature tissues from one another continue to evolve 

and to undergo drastic changes long after these tissues have 
become morphologically dislinct. During this postembryonic de-
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vclopmcnt, enzyme pathology, the analysis of quantitative pat

terns of enzymes, can provide the most sensitive ami objective 

criteria for normal tissue differentiation ( 17, 36). 

In rat liver, the model extensively studied in this laboratory, 

the late fetal and early postnatal period is punctuated by sudden 

drastic steps in the evolution of biochemical composition 

whereas the cytomorphomctric changes (measured under the 

light or electron microscope ( 19, 24)) arc gradual, relatively 

unimpressive, and do not necessarily mirror major deviations in 

the normal schedule of enzymic development. Recognition of 

the fact that new enzymes emerge in clusters ( 16) at times 

following specific alterations in the physiologic state of the orga

nism facilitated the identification of some natural stimuli of 

sequential gene expression. The administration of appropriate 

hormones, substrates, or drugs can either evoke precociously or 

delay the synthesis of several subclustcrs of enzymes. This sensi

tive responsiveness to experimental interference suggests that 

alterations in the normal schedule of gene expression might 

often occur "spontaneously" (due to minor alterations of the 

fetal environment), but that means could be found to prevent or 

reverse them. 

The pressing question we now have to explore is whether the 

"rat model" is applicable to man. Is there a species analogy in 

the overall pattern of hepatic biochemical differentiation? Arc 

the discoveries about the mechanisms underlying this process in 

the rat pertinent to man? There arc no comprehensive reviews in 

the literature about the enzymic composition of developing hu

man liver; in the numerous original papers the kind of quantita

tive data needed to answer these questions is restricted to a small 

spectrum of enzymes. To extend this spectrum, our laboratory 

has recently determined the concentration of I 5 enzymes in 
normal adult and fetal liver. They were not chosen on the basis 

of possible functional importance (although several metabolic 

pathways arc represented) but in the hope of encompassing a 

spectrum of "developmental behaviors," i.e. , that which in

cludes enzymes with both "early" and "late" emergence , and 

also some that may contribute to differentiation by decreasing in 

amount. These results , collated with comparable literature data 

o n 15 additional enzymes, some also studied in neonatal liver, 

will provide the basis for this attempted overview of biochemical 

differentiation in human liver. 

QUANTIFICATION OF ENZYMES 

The enzymes to be discussed here were quantified in vitro 
using assay mixtures supplemented with saturating amounts of 

the appropriate substrates and cofactors . In such "optimal" 

systems, catalytic rate (unit = micromole of product formed per 

min) is limited only by the volume of tissue extract added and is 

proportional to the amount of enzyme in the extract. Hence 

"activity" (given in units per g) is used synonymously with 

"concentration" or "level. " It should be noted that the units per 

g have no absolute meaning; they arc used to compare the 

concentration of the enzyme in one tissue relative to others or to 

the same tissue at another stage of development. However, an 

additional consideration enters enzyme studies of immature tis

sues . For example, depending on whether the adult tissue con

tains 5 or I 00 units/g, an increase during fetal life from 1-5 units 

denotes either an important or a very minor step in differentia

tion . The concentration in fetal or neonatal liver must therefore 

be judged against the physiologically meaningful endpoints pro

vided by the concentration of the same enzymes in the normal, 

adult liver of the same species . Expression of the result in the 

form of the following quotient , AQ, serves this purpose. 

units per g immature liver 
AQ = . J I I" 

UnitS per g a U t lVCr 

A series of such AQ's, for any particular stage of develop

ment, show at a glance the direction (increase or decrease) and 

end extent of concentration change that the various enzymes arc 

to undergo during subsequent maturation. Comparison of the 

developing liver of two different species also cannot be based on 

the absolute activities of the enzymes but on their relation to 

those in the appropriate adult liver, i.e., on the two sets of AQ's , 

one for each species. 

The assay of an enzyme, with different methods (based on 

equally acceptable principles) o r with even small modifications 

of a standard method, can yield varying absolute activities . 

Therefore, a report in the literature on an enzyme in one tissue 

(e.g . , human fetal liver) cannot be directly compared with that 

for another tissue (e .g. , human adult liver) obtained in another 

laboratory. This wastage of information can be circumvented if 

both studies include concomitant analysis of a standard tissue 

such as the easily obtainable normal , adult rat liver (36). After 

standardization (i .e., divisio n by the activity in the adult rat 

liver), AQ can be calculated using the numerator from one 

laboratory and the denomin a to r from another. Such economy is 

particularly important in studies on man; data reported together 

with adult rat liver values (as in Table I) can be integrated with 

future (similarly standardized) measurements at addition a l 

stages of development without having to redetermine them at 

the ages already covered . (No conclusions will be drawn from 

the absolute activities in human versus rat liver . For some en

zymes activities arc lower , for others higher; it is merely o f some 

practical importance tha t activities in the two species did not 

differ by orders of magnitude so that it was not necessa ry to 

adjust the sensitivity of the assay methods .) 

It follows from the purely relative meaning of enzyme quanti

fications that comparisons of the absolute activities of different 

enzymes (without appropriate metabolic studies in vivo) in a 

tissue can lead to no biologically valid conclusions. A major 

difference in units per g between two enzymes should not he 
assumed to incan a similar difference in the rate at which they 

metabolize their respective substrates in vitro. What we intend to 

compare is the developmental behavior of different enzymes, 

based on their respective AQ's . 

When dealing with quotients such as AQ, a uniform tissue 

base is as important as is the normalization of the units of 

ca talytic rate- the unambiguous I g wet weight is preferable to 

variable bases such as prote in (mg protein per g adult and 

immature liver will be tabled) o r DNA. The latter, as shown for 

developing rat liver ( 19), can be particularly misleading . When 

the erythropoietic clements (representing a small portion of the 

to tal mass) involute, or when the hcpatocytcs themselves en

large, there is a considerable decrease in cell number (and 

therefore in DNA) per g . The amounts of many cytoplasmic 

enzymes, if expressed per mg DNA (or per cell), increase, of 

course, at these times . However, if the enzymes rise in parallel 

and remain constant per mg protein, the associated functional 

attributes of the hcpatocytic cytoplasm arc unaltered. Significant 

events in biochemical differentiation arc signaled by enzymes 

which undergo major, disproportionate changes, i.e. , whose 

concentrations rise or fall per g hepatocytic mass . 

BIOCHEMICAL IMMATURITY OF HUMAN FETAL AND NEO

NATAL LIVER 

The biochemical data o n fetal liver arc summarized in T able I. 

The age at which the immaturity of fetal liver is to be assessed 

will be referred to as "midgcstation ." Many of the enzymes have 

been measured as early as the 8 th and as late as the 28th week . 

Only a single, mean value is given for each enzyme : none 

showed appreciable, consistent variation with age (sec " Fetal 

age, weeks" in column 2 of Table I) indica ting that the enzymic 

composition docs not undergo major steps of maturation during 

this fetal period. It must be emphasized that this conclusion 

refers to liver only. In alterna te tissues, e.g., brain, critical steps 

in functional differentiation may occur during a portion of the 

very period considered here . 

Since the concentrations of even randomly selected enzymes 

have been shown to distinguish mature tissues from each other, 

and from their more or less undiffe rentiated variants (normal o r 
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Table I . Developnzental changes in hepatic enzyme levels 

Enzyme' 

Thymiuinc kinase 

Phosphoscrinc phosphatase 

Ornithine Llccarboxylase (58) 

Hexokinase 

EC no? 

2.7 .1.75 

3 .1.3 .3 

4.1.1.17 

Soluble 2 .7 .1.1 

Particulate 

Glucosc-6-phosphatc Llchyuro- 1.1.1.49 

gcnasc 

Ornithine aminotransferase 

Pyruvate carhoxylasc (53) 

Glutamate Llehyurogcnasc 

Soluble 

Particulate 

Phenylalanine hyuroxylasc 

Carbamyl phosphate synthe

tase (54) 

Fructose-1,6-Liiphosphatasc 

(53) 

Arginase 

Asparate aminotransferase 

Soluble 

Particulate 

Glucose-6-phosphatase 

Ornithine transcarbamylasc 

(54) 

Methionine-activating enzyme 

(60) 

Cystathionine synthetase (60) 

Argininosuccinasc (54) 

Malate dehyurogcnasc 

(NADP+) 

UDP-glucuronyl transferase 

(II) 

Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxy-

kinase (53) 

Tyrosine aminotransferase 

Alcohol Llchyurogenase (50) 

Phenylalanine pyruvate amino-

transferase 

Alanine aminotransferase 

Glucokinase 

Cystathionasc (60) 

Protein 

Soluble 

Particulate 

2.6 .1.13 

6.4 .1.1 

1.4 .1.2 

1.14 . 16.1 

2.7.2.2 

4 . 1.2.13 

3.5.3.1 

2.6 .1.1 

3.1.3 .9 

2 .1.3 .3 

2 .5 . 1.6 

4.2.1 .22 

4 .3.2 .1 

1.1.1.40 

2.4 . 1.17 

4 .1.1.32 

2 .6 . 1.5 

1.1.1.1 

2.6 . 1.2 

2.7.1.2 

4.4 .1.1 

Fetal age, 

weeks 

10 .5-19 

17-19 

15-28 

10.5-19 

17-19 

12-22 

9-18 

10.5-19 

10.5-22 

8-28 

9-18 

16-22 

I 0.5-22 

17-19 

8-28 

9-28 

9-28 

8-25 

19 

21-29 

9-18 

10 .5-22 

9-27 
18-19 

10.5-19 

18 

9-24 

10.5-19 

Human liver 

Fetal, units/g 

16.9 ± 15 . 1 

1.44±0.21 

19.7 

0 .5 ± 0 .21 

0.51 ± 0 .21 

2.14 ± 0.46 

0.51 ± 0.3 

2.1 

0.28 ± 0.4 

29 .3 ± 15 

162 ± 20 

2.2 

1.0 

642 ± 127 

13.3 ± 3.9 

19 ± 4.6 

1.0 ± 0.5 

32 

0.03 7 

3.5 

0 .85 

0 .03 ± 0 .02 

[25] 

0.75 

0.02 ± 0.02 

227 

0.03 ± ().03 

2.0 ± l 

0.01; 0.01 

0 

68 ± 17 

74.5 ± 9.9 

Auult, units/g AQ3 

1.8 ± 1.06 9.40 

0.225 6.40 

3.2 6.20 

0 .29 ± 0.05 

<0.1 

1.0; 0.93 

0.42 ± 0.28 

2.6 

18.5 ± 5.5 

27 .7 ± 8 .6 

272 ± 58 

3.8 

2.6 

1,380 ± 140 

4S .1 ± 11.8 

27.4 ± 7.4 

2 .3; 2.0 

103 

0.123 

16.3 

4.9 

0.19 ± 0 .02 

[2.50] 

9.1 

0 .27 ± 0.1 

3391 

0 .58; 0.38 

41 .3 ± 18.4 

0 .53; 0.2 

0 .181 

97.8 ± 11.7 

88.3 ± 14 .9 

2.04 } 
5.10 2 .60 

2.10 

1.30 

0.67 

0.15 } 
0.63 

1.06 

0.59 

0.57 

0.54 

0.46 

0.28} 
0.43 

0 .6'J 

0.38 

0.31 

0.30 

0.21 

0.17 

0.16 

0.10 

0 .082 

0.74 

0.067 

0.062 

0.043 

0.027 

0 .0 
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Rat liver 

Develop

mental be-

Auult,< units/g havior5 

0 .5'J ± 0 . 1 A (44) 

0.56 ± 0.04 A (31) 

A (1) 

0.32 ± 0 . 1 

<0.1 

1.2 ± 0.2 

3 .6 ± 0.8 

7 .3 

46.8 ±.10.7 

2.4 ± 1.6 

1,055 ± 119 

7.3 

2 ,735 ± 419 

44 ± 0.79 

<)6 ± 12 

5 .0 ± 0.5 

0 .9 ± 0.1 

210 

2.2 

1,270 ± 150 

1.3 ± 0 . 1 

57.5 ± 8 

2.55 ± 0.8 

97 ± 14 

123 ± 17 

A (32) 

A (62) 

A (5) 

D (25) 

I3 (63) 

I3 (24) 

I3 (45) 

I3 (55) 

I3 (63) 

I3 (20) 

B (26) 

I3 (26) 

B ( 15) 

I3 (55) 

I3 (6) 

I3 (66) 

I3 (55) 

D (63) 

c (22) 

c (3) 

c (15) 

D (52) 

C" 

D (28) 

D (32) 

I3 (23) 

1 Enzymes without reference numbers were assayeu in this laboratory (for provenance of specimens sec Herzfclu ct al (28) ; DelValle <liH.l 

Grecngard, unpublished data) by methous given in the last column. The values refer to inuiviuuallivers or to means± SO of results with 3-l 0 livers; 

activities in the stanuaru tissue, auult rat liver, were assaycu simultaneously. Data for the other enzymes (sec references within parentheses) arc 

taken from the literature, when necessary converteu to stanuaru units (micromolcs per min) per g; unucfineu units arc within brackets. 
2 These numbers were taken from Enzyme Nomenclature : Rceomrnenuations (1972) of the International Union of Pure anu Applicu Chemistry 

and the International Union of Biochemistry, American Elsevier Publishing Co., New York, 1973. 
3 AQ was calculatcu as dcscribeu in the text; for enzymes measured separately in the soluble anu particulate fractions of liver homogenates AQ is 

given for each anu for the sum. 
4 Values for auult r<lt liver arc shown if reported in the same publication . 
5 The "Developmental behavior" of rat liver enzymes, denoteu by letters explaincu in the text anu in Figure I, was baseL! on the data from 

references within parentheses. 
6 Sanchez, unpublished data. 

neoplastic (36)), let us at first disregard the names of the en

zymes in Table 1, or notions about their functional importance , 

and inspect only the "AQ" column. It may be seen that for some 

20 out of the 23 enzymes, the AQ is appreciably different from 

1.0 . Most of the enzymes increase their concentrations with age 

but, as one would expect, some (see AQ > 1.0) contribute to 

differentiation by diminishing in amount. 

Our first conclusion thus is that the quantitative pattern of 

enzymes in the second trimester fetal liver is significantly uiffer

ent from that of adult liver. To characterize the nature of this 
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immaturity and its possible functional corollaries, we must look 

at individual enzymes (with the reservation that their "names" 

or catalytic properties by which we recognize them in l'ilro do 

not always specify their physiologic role). Not surprisingly, the 

fetal liver, like all growing tissues, is still rich in enzymes neces

sary for the synthesis of DNA (thymidine kinase), polyamines 

(ornithine decarboxylase), pcntoscs (glucose-o-phosphate dehy

drogenase), rloncsscntial amino acids (phosphoserinc phospha

tase), and for extensive energy production via glycolysis (hexoki

nase). The AO of a large number of enzymes (those in the center 

of Table I), many concerned with amino acid metabolism, is 

around 0.5. Glucosc-o-phosphatasc, as previously shown (57), is 

also in this category. An even more clear-cut physiologic imma
turity is reflected by the absL'ncc of appreciable levels of enzymes 

(towards the end of Table I) subscrving important hepatic func

tions such as gluconeogenesis (phosphoenolpyruvate carboxyki

nasc), NADPII production for fatty acid synthesis (malic en

zyme), and dctoxications via glucuronyl formation. Similarly low 

were the levels of some enzymes which metabolize amino acids, 

tyrosine aminotransferase (also shown by Vogel e/ a!. (65)), 

cystathionasc, and alanine aminotransferase. 

Several more enzymes, especially those on pathways not rep

resented in Table I, need to be quantified to obtain a more 

complete picture about the metabolic potentialities of the mid

gestation liver. Such information, especially when extended to 

additional tissues, would help to predict specific functional diffi

culties which premature babies may encounter. However, more 

complete time curves arc necessary for other purposes, such as 

defining the gestational age at which the genetic absence of 

various enzymes would become manifested. \Ve cannot tell, for 
example, the earliest age: at which the absence of phenylalanine: 

hydroxylase distinguishes the liver of the normal from that of the 

phenylketonuric organism (although by the II th week a defi
ciency in this enzyme could be detected much more easily than 

one in, for example, tyrosine aminotransferase (DelValle and 

Grccngard, unpublished data)). 

The subcellular distribution of enzymes may also contribute to 

the characterization of the immaturity of fetal liver. Examp·.cs of 

this arc hexokinase and glutamate dehydrogenase (sec Table I). 

In fetal liver a greater portion of these enzymes is in the particu

late than in the soluble fraction. However, adult liver contains 

very little particulate hexokinase and the ratio of particulate to 

soluble glutamate dehydrogenase is only 1.5 (as opposed to II 0 

in the adult). Less impressive is the change with age in the 

distribution of aspartate aminotransferase from a predominantly 

particulate to a predominantly soluble one. 

The protein content of the soluble and particulate fractions of 

liver increased somewhat with age but very much less so than did 

the concentrations of the enzymes (sec last I B major entries in 

Table 1). Hence, conclusions about the biochemical immaturity 

of the fetal liver would be similar if the AO had been calculated 

from enzyme concentrations expressed per mg (total, soluble, or 

particulate) protein instead of per g wet weight. 

It would be of great interest to compare the biochemical 

maturity of human liver at midgcstation with that at term, but 

only a few investigations encompass both stages of development. 

Measurements in neonatal liver arc often reported without those 

on a standard tissue or on human adult liver so that, in view of 

the variability of activities, we cannot compare them with fetal 

values from different laboratories. The enzymes in Table 2 were, 

however, studied systematically in several specimens at various 

fetal as m;ll as postnatal stages. It may be seen that the AO for 

all nine enzymes is well below I .0, indicating that the hepatic 

enzyme pattern is still immature at term. 

Since these enzymes were not selected for the purpose of 

demonstrating that the liver undergoes little differentiation be

tween midgestation and term, it is remarkable that for all of 

them the AO in the neonate is identical with or only slightly 

above that in the fetal liver. Preliminary studies in this labora

tory indicate that declines in enzymes (those with AO's above 

I .0 in Table I) may be the main events during this relatively 

silent, late fetal period of differentiation. Aspects of the data in 

Table 2, relevant to species comparisons and physiologic regula

tion, will be discussed in the next two sections. 

COMPARISON OF HEPATIC ENZYMIC DIFFERENTIATION IN 

1\IAN AND RAT 

In rat liver a large: numbcr of cnzymcs, including those: in 

Tables I and 2, have been quantified at frequent intervals 

through fetal and postnatal life. Such complete "developmental 

histories" which would reveal the exact age of abrupt change in 

concentration arc, of course, not available for human liver. But 

even with values for only one fetal period in man we can 

compare the direction in which the concentration of different 

enzymes change with age in the two species. Enzymes denoted 

by letter A in the last column in Table I arc the ones which 

decrease in rat liver during late fetal or neonatal development, 

and it may be seen that these arc also the ones with AO's well 

over I .0 in human fetal liver. One enzyme among these, hexoki

nase, exhibits an additional species analogy since in rat too, 

much of it is in the particulate fraction of the fetal but not the 

adult liver (53). 

The enzymes in Table I labeled by letters other than A arc the 

ones whose concentrations undergo a considerable increase in 

developing rat liver at some time after the 17th day of gestation; 

Table 2. Enzy111c ln·ds in nnl'bom liver 

Enzyme' 

Carbamyl phosphate synthetase (54, 55) 

Ornithine transcarbamylasc (54, 55) 

Arginosuccinase (54, 55) 

Arginase (54, 55) 

Cystathionine synthetase (60, 66) 

Phenylalanine hydroxylase (45, 51) 

Cystathionasc (13, 23) 

Alcohol dehydrogenase (50, 52) 

Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (53, 63) 

EC. no. 

2.7.2.2 

2.1.3.3 

4.3.2.1 

3.5.3.I 
4.2.1.22 

l.I4.16.I 

4.4.1.1 

1.1.1.1 

4.1.1.32 

Newborn human 

liver, AQ 

0.58 

0.45 

0.54 

0.46 

0.53 

0.5I 

0-0.67 

0.15 

0.1 J3; 0.42' 

Rat liver 

Developmental be-

-3 days, AQ Newborn,' AQ havior 

0.038 0.38 13' 

0.12 0.3'1 B' 

0.04 0.33 13' 

0.06 0.32 13' 

0.12 0.5'1 IF 

0.0 0.30 13' 

0.125 1.0 13' 
(J.O<J 0.22 c 
0.0 0''; 1.0 1 c 

1 The provenance of the data for man and rat is indicated by the first and second reference, respectively. When necessary the enzyme units were 

converted to micromoles per min per g. AQ's were calculated from the immature and the adult values given in the same publication. 

'Unless indicated by superscripts 4 or 5, newborn rats were I day old. 
3 Seventh month of gestation. 
4 Two days after birth. 
5 Within I hr after birth. 
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correspondingly, their AQ's arc less than 1.0 in human fetal 

liver. An exception (as already observed by others (34)) is 

ornithine aminotransferase . Glutamate dehydrogenase is not 

exceptional if we consider the sum of the soluble and the particu

late portions; however, in the human liver the increase with age 

in glutamate dehydrogenase is attributable entirely to the soluble 

form of the enzyme which is essentially absent from adult rat 

tissues (28) . On the other hand, in rat as well as in human fetal 

liver, it is the soluble alanine aminotransfcrasc which has a 

strikingly low AQ. Arginase rises with age in both species but, as 

recently reported (28), a portion of the activity in adult human 

liver is attributable to an isozyme not present in the fetus, 

whereas in the rat liver the fetal and the adult enzymes arc 

indistingui shable. 

I laving found that in dc.:vdoping human livc.:r the nuu:c.:ntra

tions of the various enzymes tend to change in the same direction 

as they do in rat liver, we can look for more detailed analogies, 

at least among the larger group of enzymes, whose concentra

tions increase between fetal and adult life. Most of the several 

dozen such enzymes studied in rat liver can be classified into 

three main clusters, according to whether their rise begins on 

about the 17th day of gestation, the first neonatal day, or just 

before weaning, respectively. The behavior of these clusters, 

comprising a dozen or more enzymes each, arc symbolized by 

curves 13, C. and D in Figure I. From each cluster several 

enzymes arc represented in Table I (sec letters in the last 

column) . It may be seen that their distribution among the three 

clusters correlates with their AO in the human fetal liver . In 

general, enzymes whose AO is around 0.5 belong to the late 

fetal cluster (13) in rat liver, whereas tl1ose with 10 or less (with 

the exception of cystathionasc) belong to cluster C or D in rat 

liver. This indicates a species similarity with respect to the 

temporal sequence in which the diffcrcnt enzymes begin to 

approach their adult levels . It is noteworthy that of the two 

exceptions one (ornithine aminotransferase, discussed above) 

rises earlier and the other (cystathionasc, sec also Table 2) later 

in the human liver than expected from this general rule . 

Among the hepatic enzymes quantified in the human neonate, 

several (first six entries in Table 2) belong to subcluster U" in rat 
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Fig . I. Enzyme clusters in developing rat liver. Each curv.: symbolizes 

the typical llevdopmental of some 12 enzymes. Among en

zymes of the late fetal cluster (B), some attain their adult level at term 

(/J''), others (/J') undergo a second, postnatal upsurge either during 

neonatal life or shortly bcfon: weaning. Enzymes of the neonatal cluster 

(C) begin to rise immc:lliatc:ly after llc:livery anll several exhibit a tempo

rary overshoot (lasting I or 2 llays) of their adult level. Enzymes of the 

late suckling cluster (D) begin their upsurge in the third postnatal week, 

i.e., 6-10 llays before weaning. For lletails sec reviews (IS , 17). 

liver (sec Fig. I); they begin their upsurge on about the I 7th day 

of gestation but do not attain their adult concentration by term . 

In human liver the initial upsurge of the same six enzymes 

occurred before the 12th week and therefore their AQ's in the 

fetus arc much higher than they arc in rat liver 3 days before 

birth (cf. Tables I and 2). However, there was little change 

between midgcstation and term so that at birth the species 

difference becomes minimal: the AQ's range from 0.45-0.58 in 

man and from 0 .22-0.59 in the rat. Even in the case of cystathi

onasc, the species difference may become less striking by term . 

Among deceased prctcrm or full term infants some exhibited 

significant activity (sec range in Table 2) indicating that the 

enzyme may begin to accumulate during the third trimester 

(normal fetuses of this age have not been studied) . Thus, cysta

thionasc.: may not he quite as cxn•ptional as suggcsll'd hy the 

results of Table I: as in the rat (and monkey (51J)) so in man it 

may be a member (although a somewhat "delayed" one) of the 

late fetal cluster. Much of the accumulation of the last two 

enzymes in Table 2 occurs postnatally in both species. Alcohol 

dehydrogenase clearly exhibits similarly low AO's at birth. Phos

phoenolpyruvate carboxykinasc has not been measured in man 

at term but remains low through at least the seventh month of 

gestation (53). As indicated Gy its AO of 0.42 on the third 

postnatal day, a sudden rise may occur upon delivery, as it docs 

in the rat. The AQ's in the "Newborn human liver" column of 

Table 2 thus give the impression that at birth the liver of man 

and rat attains a similar degree of differentiation . It was during 

the last three days of gestation that the rat liver "caught up" with 

the development of human liver with respect to the synthesis of 

certain enzymes (sec first six entries in Table 2) while in the third 

trimester human liver, the development of cystathionasc began 

to "catch up" with that in the prctcrm rat liver. 

PIIYSIOLOGIC COROLLARI ES AND UNDE RLYING 

1\IECIIANISI\IS 

The time schedule of enzymic differentiation, like so many life 

processes, rctlccts an apparent purposefulness: as noted for rat 

and chick tissues (21 ), the sequential emergence of cnzymcs 

"makes sense" in terms of the changing functional requirements 

of the developing organism. A subtle aspect of this teleonomy 

can be seen in the hierarchy of hepatic functions that become 

operative at birth only. Depending on their importance or ur

gency. the corresponding enzymes develop either before, or 

shortly after, the event of birth. Glycogen deposition, glycogen

olysis, and urea synthesis arc clearly not in urcro (the 

prc.:natal development of individuals with corresponding genetic 

deficiencies appears to be normal) but the appropriate enzymes 

appear before birth, in anticipation of the physiologic need. 

Functions such as gluconeogenesis from amino acids, fat, or 

lactate and detoxification via glucuronidation must be less "ur

gent" since: the enzymes emerge some hours or days after cxtrau

tcrinization as if in response to the physiologic need . A well 

known illustration of the biologic ··sense" and economy of this 

arrangement is as follows: the prenatal accumulation of hcpatic 

glycogen, phosphorylase, and glucosc-6-phosphatasc assures the 

immediate release of free glucose at birth and postpones the 

need for its syntheses cle novo (via enzymes, like phosphoenol

pyruvate carboxykinasc, glycerol kinase, and transaminascs) un

til the depletion of the hepatic glycogen store, a day or so later. 

The above discussed hierarchy among enzymes is of consider

able interest in connection with premature birth. Functions that 

develop by midgcstation, in anticipation of the needs of extrau

terine existence, would not be expected to limit the survival of 

premature babies whereas those which arc still absent towan.lthc 

end of gestation may. That urea cycle enzymes are as concen

trated in the 20-wcck fetus as in the normal newborn (Table 2) is 

in accord with the fact that inadequate nitrogen elimination is 

not a usual problem encountered with gcnctic.ally normal prema

ture babies. (The very low level of urea cycle enzymes alone 

could explain why rats delivered 3 days, as opposed to I day 
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before term, do not survive.) The well known perinatal problems 

due to the deficiency of enzymes which detoxify bilirubin and 

drugs (9) exemplify ways in which the other group of enzymes in 

the hierarchy, those absent from the normal liver at term, could 

handicap the premature infant. The possible consequences of the 

late schedule of the development of cystathionasc levels have 

also been discussed recently (60). However, if enzymes as im

portant as phosphoenolpyruvate carboxy kinase, the key catalyst 

of gluconeogenesis tie no\'o, arc deficient at 7 months and even 

at term, how is the survival of premature infants possible at all? 

The following discussion of the stimuli of biochemical differen

tiation provides a possible answer to this question. 

Extensive studies on developing rat liver showed that the 

stepwise appearance of new groups of enzymes is causally re

lated to sequential changes in the level of circulating endocrine 

factors ( 16). Signals responsible for initiating the synthesis of 

enzymes of the late fetal cluster in anticipation of the need of the 

newborn emanate from the pituitary. This contention is sup

ported by a temporal correlation (the secretion of glucocorti

coids and thyroxine rises abruptly on day 17 (33)), and is proven 

more conclusively by the fact that administration of cortisol to 

the fetus causes precocious rises in the levels of some enzymes, 

and administration of thyroxine causes rises in levels of other 

enzymes of the late fetal cluster (I 7). Enzymes of the same 

cluster in the human fetus arc already at significant levels at 

midgcstation, and some even at 12 weeks. This suggests that an 

impact of pituitary function, analogous to that in the 17-day fetal 

rat, is exerted on the synthetic machinery of human liver some

time before the 12th week of gestation. Indeed, the total serum 

thyroxine and triiodothyronine levels of the fetus undergo a 

sudden increase between the 9th and I Oth week of gestation 
( 12); this may also be so for glucocorticoids since by the 3rd 

month the fetal plasma concentration of cortisol and cortisone is 

as high as at term (4). However, correlations between these 

endocrine events and hepatic biochemical differentiation cannot 

be reliably established without at least extending the enzyme 

measurements to younger fetuses. 

The next endocrine event known to regulate gene expression 

in rat liver is the secretion of glucagon. Enzymes normally absent 

till term can be evoked by the administration of this hormone to 

the fetus ( 18). The sudden increase in plasma glucagon in the 

normal newborn rat (14), presumably in response to hypoglyce

mia upon the cessation of the cord supply of glucose, is thus the 

signal for the synthesis of enzymes necessary for adaptation to 

extrauterine existence. This is probably also true for man, since 

there is a rise in plasma glucagon at birth (2). It is important to 

note that two well studied enzymes (tyrosine aminotransferase 

and phosphoenolpyruvate carboxy kinase) of the neonatal cluster 

in rat liver can be evoked not only by glucagon administration 

but simply by premature delivery (DelValle and Grccngard, 

unpublished data; Reference 68). suggesting that cxtrautcriniza

tion, even before term, can stimulate glucagon production. One 

of these enzymes, tyrosine aminotransferase, was negligible in 

human fetuses even at 24 weeks but exhibited strikingly high 

activities in those (I H-wcck) abortuses which survived for a few 

hours after delivery (DelValle and Grccngard, unpublished 

data). We interpreted this rise in tyrosine aminotransferase as 

one triggered by cxtrautcrinization, presumably via secretion of 

glucagon. Since the a cells of the human pancreas arc competent 

long before term (2), the plasma level of glucagon may indeed 

rise upon premature (as well as term) delivery and act as a signal 

for synthesis of enzymes of the neonatal cluster. The existence of 

such an adaptive mechanism would resolve the apparent contra

diction (alluded to earlier) between the insignificant levels of 

some key catalysts in the 7-month fetus and the remarkable 

viability of premature infants. 

We have no knowledge of the postnatal age in man at which 

those hepatic enzymes that arc still deficient in the newborn 

attain their adult levels. In rat liver, the final steps of biochemi

cal differentiation, including the synthesis of enzymes necessary 

to cope with the solid diet, occur just before weaning (64 ). Some 

of these enzymes can be prematurely induced with cortisol, 

others with thyroxine, indicating that the natural resurgence of 

pituitary function on day 12 triggers these events. Indeed, prior 

to this time, there is an ebb in glucocorticoid and thyroxine 

secretions. Their plasma levels (which rise during the last days of 

gestation (7) show a trough, lasting from the 2nd to ·the I Oth 

postnatal days (29, (i I). This period of latency in some aspects of 

pituitary activity (and hepatic differentiation), accompanied by 

considerably body growth and cerebral maturation, was sug

gested to be of great advantage to the developing organism (5o). 
In man, a somewhat similar type of latency may begin in the 

third month of gestation at the time when the rise in fetal thyroid 

and glucocorticoid hormones ceases (4, 12), and may last almost 

until term. This period, relatively uneventful from the point of 

view of hepatic differentiation, permits extensive body growth 

and the maturation of tissues other than liver. That lung must be 

one of the last tissues to undergo significant prenatal maturation 

(associated with a ncar term spurt in glucocorticoid availability 

(47)) is suggested by the high incidence of respiratory distress, 

the most frequent single cause of death among premature ba

bies. Respiration is only one of many functions mandatory upon 

cxtrautcrinization and yet survival appears to be limited primar

ily by the degree of pulmonary differentiation attained. 

CONCLUSION 

It is reasonable to expect that a common mastcrplan would 

underlie the process of hepatic differentiation in various mam

malian species. Why then did we take the trouble to document 

this as objectively as possible? It was necessary to prove the 
obvious, because the literature ahounds in statements to the 

effect that the ·maturation of hepatic functions in man is sched

uled very differently from that in the rat. This view, usually 

based on having found that a particular enzyme was detectable at 

midgcstation in human liver but not in rat liver, docs not take 

into consideration the need to quantify enzymes on a physiologi

cally meaningful scale, e.g., to define the AQ (often very low) of 

the "detectable" enzymes. The arbitrary choice of midgcstation 

as the stage of comparison is another problem. Demonstration of 

the common dynamics of biologic growth ( 41) required transfor

mation of the time scale to a universally applicable one: the body 

and organ weights of different classes of animals yielded supcr

imposable curves if plotted against such a normalized abscissa. 

To depict tissue differentiation in this manner the ordinate, 

instead of weight units, would have to represent the overall 

quantitative pattern of gene products. The clements of this 

pattern arc given by the concentration of each gene product, 

enzyme, normalized against that in the cognate adult tissue. An 

average of these quotients, termed "distance," is a measure of 

the degree of immaturity; only for developing rat liver has a 

"distance" versus age curve, quantifying the rate of biochemical 

differentiation, so far been depicted (36). Dccausc of the lack of 

data on human liver, we cannot prove that "distance units" for 

the two species, against a normalized time scale, would yield 

supcrimposablc curves. Hence, despite the impression that at 

midgcstation the hepatic enzyme pattern is as mature as that of 

the rat 2 days before birth, the curve for the rat docs not serve to 

extrapolate to earlier or later developmental stages of the human 

liver. What we could predict from the rat model is the "quality" 

of the immaturity of human liver, the identity of the enzymes 

with relatively low, medium, or very high AQ's at midgcstation 

or term; a species similarity in the overall process of hepatic 

differentiation was revealed by a sequence in which various 

enzymes approached their mature levels. 

Insofar as these species analogies extend to mechanisms which 

regulate specific gene expression, agents which can artificially 

enhance hepatic biochemical differentiation in the rat may have 

a similar effect in man. Dy the administration of appropriate 

hormones before the time of their natural increase in the circula

tion, it was possible to evoke the precocious synthesis of some 

two dozen enzymes in rat liver and several also in nonhcpatic 
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organs of experimental animals. There is one particularly good 
illustration of the importance of such findings. Cortisol was 

shown to enhance the maturation of pulmonary surfactant syn
thesis in late fetal lambs and rabbits ( 10, 39); when administered 

to pregnant women shortly before labor, it decreased the inci
dence of respiratory distress in premature infants ( 43). Natural 
substances or their structural analogies have not yet been used to 
enhance the functional maturation of human fetal liver. The 
(questionable) usc of phenobarbital to increase the glucuronyl 
transferase level, and thereby the elimination of bilirubin in 
newborns (67), merely indicates the feasibility of precocious 

stimulation of enzyme synthesis in this organ. 

Knowledge of the AQ's for a large number of enzymes, even if 
restricted to just one fetal period, can he utilized for a variety of 
purposes. The classification of enzymes into "early" (or "fetal") 
and "late" (or "adult") was instrumental, for example, in defin

ing the biochemical counterpart of the histologic dedifferentia
tion of rat tumors, in grading of their ncoplasticity (37), and in 
showing that a systemic effect of tumors (at a distant site) on 

host liver is to render its enzymic composition akin to that of 
immature liver (27). Assuming a species analogy, from the data 
presented here one might predict which enzymes may be at 

particularly high or low concentrations in human hepatomas and 
in the (noninvolvcd) livers of cancer subjects. Once the kind of 

information typified in Table I becomes available for other 

organs, one could select suitable enzymes, the measurement of 
which would contribute to the identification of the tissue or 
origin of various neoplasms as well as to the assessment of their 
malignancy. 

This leads us to consider the importance of quantitative en

zyme measurements in medical diagnoses. A recent study (42) 
which, rightly or wrongly, implicates the partial deficiency of 

hepatic phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinasc in the sudden in
fant death syndrome is important merely as a harbinger of the 

future when enzyme pathology will become an important part of 
postmortem examinations. At present tissue enzyme analysis in 
postmortem material is usually considered to be research unless 
its purpose is to confirm the diagnoses of rare inborn errors in 

metabolism; even then it tends to be restricted to the tissue and 
the enzyme that would reveal the primary genetic lesion. Indeed, 

it has been much easier to interpret the qualitative absence or 
presence of an enzyme than to evaluate quantitative deviations 
in several enzymes which may be associated with the develop
mental abnormalities not attributable to a single, aberrant gene. 

One difficulty is that comparison with the normal control of the 

same age is not sufficient. For example, 1 unit of activity (per g) 
of an enzyme as opposed to 3 in the control may reflect a 
physiologically insignificant difference, a serious delay in the 
synthesis, or a precocious loss in the enzyme concentration 

depending on whether the activity in the cognate adult tissue is 
80, 3, or 0.1 units. Analysis of such results in terms of AQ's 

avoids this ambiguity. The choice of enzymes to be measured, 
especially in prenatal death when no particular physiologic mal

functions could be specified, is another problem. Again, the 
AQ's in the normal tissue provide the clues. To diagnose inade
quate growth potential and distinguish it from deficient func

tional differentiation we need to measure, at the appropriate 
age, enzymes with AQ's both well above and significantly below 

1.0. Enzymes which emerge in the liver during fetal life (with 

AQ's around 0.5 in Table 1) would signal abnormalities in 
prenatal differentiation, whereas enzymes with AQ's which arc 

still low at term would be the best indicators of inadequate 
maturation during early postnatal life. Some of these choices 

could have been predicted from the developmental behavior of 
enzymes in rat liver. Other tissues probably exhibit similar spe

cies analogies. The application of enzyme pathology to nonhe

patic tissues may thus be guided by data available for experimen

tal animals as well as by the gradually accumulating information 
about additional developing tissues in man, such as lung, intes

tine, etc. As the pathologist surveys all parts of the stillborn or 

deceased infant and not merely organs thought to be involved, 

an appropriate battery of enzymes should be assayed in several 
tissues. For example, the many instances of death due to respira
tory distress could then be classified according to whether they 

were associated with insufficient surfactant synthesis specifically, 

with a generalized pulmonary immaturity, or with the inade
quate differentiation of several fetal organs. Such surveys, re
vealing faulty or missing hormonal signals, could predict prob
lems that may arise in future pregnancies of the same individual 

and suggest means of preventing them. 
Gross malformations resulting from the teratogenic action of 

drugs, hormones, or vitamins on the early embryo attract much 
attention. The harmful impacts of such agents at late stages of 
gestation arc less spectacular. They may be more frequent, 

however, and manifest themselves in permanent inadequacies in 
metabolism or growth with a tendency to succumb to minor 
childhood diseases. The underlying causes may not be mirrored 

in the eytocomposition or even the subcellular morphology of 
autopsy specimens. Only deviations from the organ-characteris
tic quantitative pattern of gene products would provide sensitive 

enough indicators of the metabolic lesions and of the aberrant 
aspects of differentiation that were responsible for them. In both 
the presence and absence of detectable morphologic abnormali

ties, the study of enzymes, this most varied and largest class of 

specific chemical constituents, would greatly extend the resolv
ing power of the usual diagnostic procedures postmortem. 
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